The Thrill of the Hunt - RS117e
by Forest L. Smith, APS, ARA
Why do you collect stamps? Is it the appeal of classic engraved US stamps? Maybe it’s a thirst for knowledge gained by
studying the subjects portrayed. How about a desire for completeness? Perhaps it is the preservationist in you seeking to
keep alive evidence of mail in an online world. For me a contributing factor surely is the desire to find that elusive gem in
a haystack.
Consider the appeal of TV show “The Curse of Oak Island” where two brothers have spent millions digging 150’ holes
hoping to find some treasure thought to be buried there from the 17th century. It’s truly an expensive thrill of the hunt.
“American Pickers” TV star Mike Wolf is constantly delving into old barns and warehouses seeking rare and unusual
antiques. Mike has said, “The time to buy something you rarely see is when you see it.”
Fortunately, the quest for elusive stamps has become easier by venturing online to the many web sites like eBay,
HipStamp, APS StampStore and many auctions. My hunt for various elusive stamps takes me everywhere. So, what are
you doing to find your needles in the haystack? If your answer is not much, then why not expand your search?
Every year Scott catalog editors face the daunting task of
deciding which stamp values get changed. Front-of-thebook US prices are more predictable because they trade
more frequently. Back-of-the-book specialists realize that
Revenues, particularly Match and Medicine stamps
(M&Ms) are more problematic. Many of the prices for
these stamps are in italicized font which Scott uses to
indicate when a stamp is infrequently sold.
My
experience has been that the Scott catalog lags the real
market both when the market is rising and falling.
I’m constantly on the lookout for all sorts of key stamps
missing in my collection. A couple of years ago a
modestly priced but uncertified Herrick Pills RS117e
popped up at an obscure Regency Auction. I had 4 out of the 5 paper varieties but lacked the experimental silk variety
(See Figure Above). It was a very tall and annoying hole on my album page that begged for completion. Revenue dealer
Richard Friedberg was at a stamp show in St. Louis where the auction was being held so I asked him to view it and
represent me. He agreed it was an “e” but it had a small light crease. I told him I didn’t care about the crease because
most M&Ms have small faults. For M&Ms, the key is finding a copy that looks decent from the face which this one did.
The dilemma was my bid since Scott catalog values (SCV) are highly questionable for this area.
So, I did my homework and found this stamp was missing in every major M&M collection going back to the 1991 Joyce
sale whose copy was not very appealing. So, what is a stamp worth that never appears at auction? I speculated that the
$250 SCV was off by at least a factor of 2. Since I really wanted it, I gave Richard a rather high bid of $1,000 and felt
fortunate when I won it at $400. I’m glad I wasn’t cheap that day because I later learned that Richard represented another
bidder, so I wasn’t the only one looking for that elusive stamp. Later, I obtained a Philatelic Foundation certificate
because experimental silk papers can be faked which showed my copy is the better of the only two ever certified.
Finally, in December the spectacular Grant Inman Medicine stamp collection was auctioned off and yielded $700,000. It
was formed over four decades and was by far the best collection of these since the 1991 Joyce sale. Mr. Inman procured
many key stamps from the Joyce sale, some unique and many of which now have a SCV of $25,000+. His collection
lacked less than 50 for completion. I was pleased to be able to acquire a few more moderately priced stamps for my
collection. However, I didn’t have to bid on RS117e because I just don’t need it anymore and besides, Mr. Inman never
found it! Indeed, the hunt is over for RS117e and makes my copy even that more special.
I recently told this story to a prominent figure in the stamp industry and he replied, “I love it when an ordinary mortal has
something the zillionaire doesn’t.” So now you have some motivation to get busy looking for your needles in a haystack.
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